2018 Court Technology Solutions Award
Nomination Form
Use this Form to nominate a court technology solution for the award.
Name of fully implemented Technology
Solution:

Name of NACM Member Nominating the
Technology Solution:

352-540-6210
Phone: ________________________________
Name of Court or Organization using the
Technology Solution:

Priority Area addressed by Technology
Solution: (check one or more)

Florida Courts HELP App
_______________________________________

Sarah Couture
________________________________________

scouture@circuit5.org
Email: ______________________________________________

Florida State Courts System
______________________________________
 Advance Excellence in Court Management
✔

Promote Fair and Accessible Justice

 Develop Leaders for Tomorrow’s Challenge
✔

Utilize Technology to Promote Best Practices

✔

Enhance Public Perceptions of the Courts

Briefly Describe the Technology Solution you are nominating (feel free to attach URL’s, screenshots, etc. to assist the
judges with evaluating your solution).

The app helps SRL who are parties in family law cases. Available on Apple & Android.
The app contains; 186 Supreme Court approved forms that can be completed in the app;
pointers and contact for a full range of legal help from multiple online resources, free
and low-cost legal services, lawyer referrals and other information, including eligibility
criteria; Plain-language instructions and descriptions of first steps and next actions;
User-friendly instructions for initial steps and pointers about what happens next and

more.
https://help.flcourts.org/download-the-app/ and see attachment.
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Please explain how this Technology Solution will help advance the NACM National Agenda.

The Florida Courts HELP App helps advance the NACM National Agenda in several way. First it
helps advance the priority of promoting fair and accessible justice. The app does this by giving self
represented litigants (SRL) a vehicle to aid them as they go through the domestic relations process
in the courts thus helping to ensure they have access to justice. Without having a lawyer to
represent them and without a tool such as the app to help them complete required forms and
explain in plain language the steps and processes in domestic relations cases SRL would not have
fair access to justice. The app assists in ensuring that the SRL have such accesses. Secondly, the
app helps advance the priority of enhancing public perceptions of the Courts. The app helps to
enhance the public perception of the Florida Courts because it was created by the Florida Courts
themselves in order to assist SRL through what can be a mucky process in domestic relations
cases. The fact that the Courts saw the issues that SRL were facing and developed this app in
order to assist SRL helps to increase the public trust and confidence in the Courts because they
feel like the Courts care and are trying to help them instead of turning a blind eye. Additionally the
app is no cost to users of it so SRL are not having to pay for this service which also helps to
increase their perceptions and trust in the courts. Finally, the app also helps to promote the priority
of utilizing technology to promote best practices. The app does this by automating the process of
completing the Florida Supreme Court approved forms for domestic relations cases which allows
for greater access to the courts for SRL. Not only are there 186 forms that can be filled out through
the app but there are also a multitude of additional resources available through the app for SRL to
utilize that helps with greater access to justice for them. The various facets of the app allows SRL
to navigate the Courts more effectively.
Please note, I personally was not involved with the development of this app but as a former case
manager for SRL in Florida domestic relations cases I wanted to nominate it. The Office of the
State Courts Administrator, overseen by State Courts Administrator "PK" Jameson developed the
app in conjunction with the Florida Commission on Access to Civil Justice which was created by
Chief Justice Jorge Labarga.

Send Nominations by April 13 to nacm@ncsc.org
For questions regarding the NACM Court Technology Solutions Awards, please contact Kevin
J. Bowling at kbowling@miottawa.org
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